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An action plan worksheet is provided at the end of the workbook. Spend at least 20
minutes creating your own action plan. The 50 minute office hour (live or

prerecorded) will focus on these action plans: how you're applying the course
knowledge, what you're working toward, how you're progressing, and what support

you need in this process.

How It Works:

Podcast
Bundle
CMTE
Breakdown

Each episode has a page of self study resources provided in this workbook. There are
many directions you can take this self study. At least 50 minutes of self study is

required, spend the time on what resonates with you most.

Three specific episodes are required listening for this course. Listen to 50 minutes of
each episode. If the episode is under 50 minutes, listen to the entire episode.

Listen

Learn

Apply

Episode 13 with Marie Miller,
MT-BC (50 minutes)
Episode 20 with Kate Shannon,
LPC, LCAT, MT-BC (50 minutes)
Episode 42 with Bonnie Houpt
Siniard, MT-BC (50 minutes)

Apply

Self Study Pages (50 minutes)

Action Plan (20 minutes) 

Office Hour (50 minutes)

T O T A L  T I M E
4.25 hours or 270 minutes

= 5 CBMT credits

Listen

Subtotal: 150 minutes 

Learn

Subtotal: 50 minutes 

Subtotal: 70 minutes 
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Course Checklist
Listen to episode 13 (at least 50 minutes)
Incorporating Visuals and Props with Marie Miller, MT-BC

Listen to episode 42 (50 minutes)
Adaptive Lessons and Musical Goals with Bonnie Houpt Siniard, MT-BC

Self study (at least 50 minutes) 
Use the self study and journaling pages

Listen to episode 20 (at least 50 minutes)
Play Therapy with Kate Shannon, LPC, LCAT, MT-BC

Action Planning (at least 20 minutes) 
Use the action plan on page 24

Attend / watch the office hour (around 50 minutes)
Use the appropriate link on page 5

Complete Post Test

Complete CBMT Evaluation

CMTE certificate received via email
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Why focus on expanding interventions?

Intervention expansions are additions to an existing intervention that make
the intervention more accessible, salient, and engaging. These include but
are not limited to, visuals, movement, tactile supports, sensory props, play,
and visual art. How do intervention expansions differ from intervention
extensions? Intervention extensions include elements you can add or
remove from an intervention to make the intervention more or less
challenging when appropriate. Intervention expansions include elements
that assist your client in relating to and engaging with an intervention; they
address your client's unique needs by making the intervention more
accessible to them. When implemented correctly, these expansion strategies
can support your client's mastery during challenging interventions.

What are intervention expansions?

Intervention expansions can make your interventions more accessible, can
encourage new ways to use music, and can lead to exploring other
therapeutic mediums. Trying out new and exciting intervention expansions
will enable you to diversify your practice and better serve your clients. They
can also spark your own creativity when session planning! With music as
your foundation, the sky is the limit. 

What's included in this course?
Three specific podcast episodes, this workbook, and an office hour. 

To create this course, we've determined three related episodes from the
Music Therapy Chronicles show, synthesized the information from each of
them, and created this workbook to guide your own self study and
application of the information. Each episode has a page of self study
resources and journaling prompts provided in this workbook. You can
explore what ever self study recourses most speak to you, go down the
rabbit hole! Then use the journal prompts to reflect and draw conclusions
about your learning. Finally, an action plan worksheet is provided at the end
of the workbook to help you apply what you've learned and put it into
practice. The office hour will be a discussion of what self study you've
explored and how your action plan is going: how you're applying the course
knowledge, what you're working toward, how you're progressing, and what
support you need in this process, etc. 
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Prerequisites:
None! This course is designed for all levels of therapists, including students, interns,
entry-level professionals and seasoned professionals.

Objectives: 

- Participant will evaluate client values, preferences, and interests during treatment
planning, goal writing, and intervention creation. 
(II.D.2.c.)

- Participant will select non-music materials consistent with music therapy goals and
clients’ learning styles. 
(II.D.12)

- Participant will assess areas for professional growth, prioritize, and establish plan
of action. 
(V.A.1)

Materials and Group Consultation Calls:
Podcast episodes, workbook, guided self study links and resources, journal prompts,
action items, action plan, group office hour (live or pre-recorded) on Google Meet.
Office hour video and audio will be uploaded here after the dates listed below.

Opportunity Cost:
$70

Cancellation/Refund Policy:
100% refund within 30 days of purchase is you are not satisfied with the quality of
the course. Refunds will only be given with proof of purchase and evaluation
completion. No refunds can be given after 30 days of purchase or after CMTE credits
have been granted. You can view our full grievance policy here on our website.

If you are unsatisfied, you are encouraged to reach out to communicate concerns,
questions, or grievance so we can help! We love hearing from our community and
want to find a way to support in the best way possible. Please reach out to Kate at
kate@creativetherapyumbrella.com with any questions or concerns.

Course Information
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Number of Credits:
This Bundle is approved by the Certification Board for Music Therapists
(CBMT) for 5 credits. Creative Therapy Umbrella, LLC (p-197) maintains
responsibility for program quality, and adherence to CBMT policies and
criteria.
At this time the course is not pre-approved for credits through any other
entities. Music therapists completing this course for credits must complete the
course within 90 days of purchase.

When are the office hours?
The office hour for this course will be held on Thursday, March 18, 2021 at 
8pm ET. You can access the office hour using the information below:
To join the video meeting, click this link: 
Otherwise, to join by phone, dial 
and enter this PIN: 
To view more phone numbers, click this link: 

After March 18, 2021, access the office hour video and recording here. 

Where are the post test and CBMT evaluation?
You can access the post test and the CBMT evaluation at the links here when
they are available (after the live offive hour is completed and posted).

Where  is my CMTE certificate?
Your certificate will be emailed to you upon completion of the post test and
CBMT evaluation. Please allow 3 days for your certificate to arrive in your
inbox. 
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Hey!
I'm Tricia, Board Certified Music Therapist and Podcaster behind Music
Therapy Chronicles. I am currently an independent contractor and serve
clients in three states across the New England Region of the United States. I
work in a variety of settings, including schools, community programs, and
homes. 

I also serve as the Chief Secretary Officer for The Tutti Ensemble, a non-profit
adaptive band program providing individual lessons and ensemble
experiences for diverse learners. In 2020, I became the co-founder of the
Music Therapy Podcast Collective, aspiring to provide accessible, sustainable,
and quality CMTE opportunities for Music Therapists who already love
listening to podcasts. 

Who are the instructors?

Tricia Caiati, MT-BC

I started Music Therapy Chronicles in 2019 to
inspire and connect listeners through
meaningful conversations from diverse
perspectives. 
Like a Music Therapy Conference you can
listen to anywhere!
As the show grew, I wanted to do more (and
make podcasting sustainable). The podcast
episodes are great, but I knew I could build
on them. I've created this course to synthesize
the conversations from the show, provide
additional materials, and encourage listeners
to further their own learning based on the
themes and content of the podcast episodes.
I hope you enjoy this course and feel
empowered to fuel yourself through learning
in fun and inspiring ways.
Subscribe to the show so you never miss an
episode!
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Marie Miller, NMT, MT-BC

Marie Miller is a neurologic music therapist specializing in
work with children with speech, communication and motor
challenges.  She owns and operates Rhythm and Strings
Music Therapy in Southern Maine and is passionate about
creating a rich, multi-sensory program to enhance growth
and learning.

Who are the podcast guests?

Kate Shannon, LCPC, LCAT, MT-BC

Kate is a Licensed Clinical Professional Counselor, Licensed
Creative Arts Therapist, and Board Certified Music
Therapist. She’s spent her career supporting children with
life-limiting medical diagnoses, mental health needs, and
developmental differences through music therapy, play, and
creative expression. Kate is passionate about incorporating
play therapy skills into the music therapy space and helps
other therapists learn how to support healthy social and
emotional development through these skills. Kate is also
passionate about working with adults utilizing inner child
work, attachment-based therapy, mindfulness, and
creativity. Besides creating music, she loves to knit, needle
felt, read, play video games, and spend time with her family.
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Where do I get the episodes?
You can find the episodes wherever you listen to podcasts. There are links to
the Music Therapy Chronicles page on various streaming services listed below,
or you can use the links to the episode webpages. Each episode section of the
workbook also has links to the corresponding episode. 

Listen on: 
iTunes/Apple Podcasts 
Spotify
Google Podcasts

Stitcher
Android
Email

Click the titles below to listen:

13. Incorporating Visuals and Props: Marie Miller, MT-BC

20. Play Therapy: Kate Shannon, LPC, LCAT, MT-BC

42. Adaptive Lessons and Musical Goals: Bonnie Houpt Siniard, MT-BC

Bonnie Houpt Siniard, MT-BC

Bonnie is a music therapist in Denver, CO and owns her own
business, Rhythmic Roots Music Therapy, LLC, which
provides music therapy and adapted music lessons services
to individuals with disabilities. She graduated from the
University of Georgia in 2018 after completing her
internship in Omaha, Nebraska at Madonna School. Bonnie
has been a percussionist for several years and loves to teach
and implement rhythm into sessions. In her free time,
Bonnie enjoys hanging out with her cat and exploring
Colorado’s beautiful landscape.
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Let's get into 
the episodes!
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